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(54) Network coding using Luby transform (LT) codes

(57) A network re-encoding device (D) is intended
for re-encoding encoded symbols to be transmitted to at
least one communication equipment (CE1) connected to
a network. This network re-encoding device (D) compris-
es a re-encoding means (RM) arranged for re-encoding
output nodes, defined by LT code symbols representative
of encoded symbols and representative respectively of

the results of XOR Boolean operation(s) between input
nodes defining decoded symbols whose values have to
be discovered and to which they are linked into a Tanner
graph, by combining chosen input node(s) and/or output
node(s) having known values, in order to produce new
LT code symbols defining generated output nodes ready
to be transmitted.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to symbol data processing and more precisely to decoding of received encoded
symbol and encoding of symbol data to be transmitted to communication equipments connected to a network.
[0002] One means here by "symbol" a block or packet of data.

Background of the invention

[0003] As it is known by the man skilled in the art, it may occur that data be lost or corrupted during their transmission
between communication equipments. In this case the receiver may require from the sender that it transmits again the
lost or corrupted data, or two copies of the data may be initially transmitted. Another solution consists in encoding the
data to be transmitted by means of codes and more precisely erasure correcting codes. In this case, it is not necessary
to wait having received every data of a content to be able to decode them, because only a (sufficient) part of these
content data is required to rebuild all the data transmitted by the sender.
[0004] Among the encoding method the one named "network coding" offers several advantages. This encoding method
has been proposed by Rudolf Ahlswede and al, in "Network information flow", IEEE Transactions On Information Theory
2000. It may be used in wireless and/or internet networks, for instance. Network coding allows internal (or intermediate)
routers of a network to send combinations of data of the type c = f(a,b) when it receives data a and b, instead of only
forwarding the received data a or b. So, network coding allows reaching a maximal flow over a network whereas routing
appears to be not powerful enough to reach a maximal flow in some networks. But this requires that routers be capable
of performing computation on the received data to encode them before transmitting them, and that each final receiver
be capable of decoding the encoded data it receives.
[0005] As computing the set of functions f() that allows to reach a maximal flow is proven to be NP-Hard, some
probabilistic schemes have been proposed.
[0006] For instance, a scheme using rateless random linear network codes (RLNC) has been proposed by T. Ho and
al, in "A random linear network coding approach to multicast", IEEE Transaction on Information Theory 2006. This
scheme has several advantages: it is rather simple to implement and can be fully distributed. According to this scheme,
each router of a network forwards a random linear combination of the data it receives (inputs) to the other routers of its
network. The receiver also receives a matrix of coefficient and data that allow it to decode the received data through a
Gauss or Gauss-Jordan elimination when this matrix is invertible.
[0007] Network coding allowing to generate symbols independently, infinite streams of symbols can be generated.
However, random linear network codes involve complex computations not only during encoding but also during decoding.
Moreover, as the RLNCs operate on the Gallois Field GF(2k), they are not suitable for encoding and decoding over
general purpose processors that lack arithmetic on finite fields.
[0008] Another scheme, using Raptor codes, has been proposed by N. Thomos and P. Frossard, in "Collaborative
video streaming with Raptor network coding", ICME 2008. This scheme introduces a re-encoding method consisting in
combining encoded symbols of a pair by means of a XOR Boolean operation. But, this scheme also requires Gaussian
elimination during decoding, and therefore a raptor network coding loses its advantages in term of performance and
properties.

Summary of the invention

[0009] So the object of this invention is to propose network re-encoding method and device using rateless codes
named Luby Transform codes (or LT codes) whose structure allows the use of low complexity encoders and decoders.
[0010] It is recalled that LT codes are parity codes which have been proposed by Michael Luby in IEEE Symposium
on Foundations of Computer Science 2002. LT codes can be represented by a Tanner graph establishing a correspond-
ence between input nodes and output nodes. Each output node of the tanner graph is an encoded symbol (or LT code
symbol (or else LT Codeword)) to be decoded and which has been received from the network and is linked (through
edges) to one or more non-encoded (or decoded) symbols to discover, called input nodes, and is representative of the
result of XOR Boolean operation(s) between these input nodes. So, when a decoder of a communication equipment
(such as a router or a user terminal, for instance) receives encoded symbols (i.e. LT codes symbols) with data repre-
sentative of their respective links, these encoded symbols constitute the output nodes of a Tanner graph that must be
decoded, for instance by means of a "belief-propagation (BP) decoding method", to produce non-encoded (or decoded)
symbols constituting input nodes of this Tanner graph. The number of links (or edges) between an output node and input
nodes defines the degree of this output node. So, it is possible to build the distribution of degrees of the output nodes
of a Tanner graph. The ability of LT codes to be decoded efficiently by means of a belief-propagation decoding method
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relies on their particular distribution of degrees. This efficiency is all the more important as the distribution of degrees of
the LT codes is the so-called "robust soliton" distribution.
[0011] The invention provides a network re-encoding method, intended for re-encoding encoded symbols (or data) to
be transmitted to at least one communication equipment of a network, and comprising the step of re-encoding output
nodes, defined by LT code symbols representative of encoded symbols and representative respectively of the results
of XOR Boolean operation(s) between input nodes defining decoded symbols whose values have to be discovered and
to which they are linked into a Tanner graph, by combining chosen input node(s) and/or output node(s) having known
values and called partially decoded nodes, in order to produce new LT codes defining generated output nodes ready to
be transmitted.
[0012] The method according to the invention may include additional characteristics considered separately or com-
bined, and notably:

- one may combine the partially decoded nodes by means of XOR Boolean operations therebetween;
- one may start by determining among degrees of a current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes the

one having the highest difference with a same degree of a first chosen reference distribution, and which allows to
produce a generated output node having this degree, then one may produce a generated output node having this
degree by combining at least one partially decoded node (i.e. a node which is temporarily generated during internal
re-encoding steps);

 once may determine a degree allowing to produce a generated output node having this degree by means
of a chosen heuristic;

 after having produced the generated output node, one may compare the current distribution of the input
nodes with a second chosen reference distribution in order to determine if at least one input node has been too
much used to produce generated output nodes and in the affirmative if this input node allows to let unchanged
the degree of the generated output node when combined to input nodes linked to this generated output node,
then one may replace at least one of these too much used input nodes into the generated output node by an
input node having been too rarely used, in order to normalize the current distribution of the input nodes;

M one may combine the generated output node with an output node which comprises the too much used
input node and having a degree equal to 2;

 after having produced the generated output node ready to be transmitted, one may update the current
distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes and the current distribution of the input nodes;

 the heuristic may consist in checking that the degree of the node to be generated is lower or equal to a
number of covered input nodes comprising the decoded input nodes and the input nodes having at least one
neighbor (i.e. an output node to which it is linked in the Tanner graph);

M the heuristic may further consist in checking if the condition  is verified, where d is

the determined degree of the output node to be generated and n(k) is the number of partially decoded
nodes of degree k smaller than d that are known.

[0013] The invention also provides a network re-encoding device, intended for re-encoding encoded symbols (or data)
to be transmitted to at least one communication equipment of a network, and comprising a re-encoding means arranged
for re-encoding output nodes, defined by LT code symbols representative of encoded symbols and representative
respectively of the results of XOR Boolean operation(s) between input nodes defining decoded symbols whose values
have to be discovered and to which they are linked into a Tanner graph, by combining chosen input node(s) and/or
output node(s) having known values and called partially decoded nodes, in order to produce new LT code symbols
defining generated output nodes ready to be transmitted.
[0014] The network re-encoding device according to the invention may include additional characteristics considered
separately or combined, and notably:

- its re-encoding means may be arranged for combining the partially decoded nodes by carrying out XOR Boolean
operations therebetween;

- its re-encoding means may be arranged for determining among degrees of a current distribution of degrees of the
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generated output nodes the one having the highest difference with a same degree of a first chosen reference
distribution, and which allows to produce a generated output node having this degree, then for combining at least
one partially decoded node to produce a generated output node having this degree;

 its re-encoding means may be arranged for applying a chosen heuristic to determine a degree allowing to
produce a generated output node having this degree;

 its re-encoding means may be arranged, after having produced the generated output node, for comparing
the current distribution of the input nodes with a second chosen reference distribution in order to determine if
at least one input node has been too much used to produce generated output nodes and in the affirmative if
this input node allows to let unchanged the degree of this generated output node when combined to input nodes
linked to this generated output node, then for replacing at least one of these too much used input nodes into
the generated output node by an input node having been too rarely used, in order to normalize the current
distribution of the input nodes;

M its re-encoding means may be arranged for combining the generated output node with an output node
which comprises the too much used input node and having a degree equal to 2;
M its re-encoding means may be arranged for combining the generated output node with an output node
which comprises the two too much used input nodes having a degree equal to 1;

 its re-encoding means may be arranged, after having produced the generated output node ready to be
transmitted, for updating the current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes and the current
distribution of the input nodes;

 its re-encoding means may be arranged for applying a heuristic consisting in checking that the degree of
the node to be generated is lower or equal to a number of covered input nodes comprising the decoded input
nodes and the input nodes having at least one neighbor;

M its re-encoding means may be arranged for applying a heuristic further consisting in checking if the

condition  is verified, where d is the determined degree of the output node to be generated

and n(k) is the number of partially decoded nodes of degree k smaller than d that are known.

[0015] The invention also provides a decoder, intended for equipping a communication equipment that can be con-
nected to a network, and comprising a decoding means arranged for:

- applying a chosen decoding method to received output nodes, defined by LT code symbols representative of encoded
symbols, and representative respectively of the results of XOR Boolean operation(s) between input nodes defining
decoded symbols whose values have to be discovered and to which they are linked into a Tanner graph, in order
to get their respective linked input nodes, and

- storing data defining the input nodes and the output nodes in correspondence with a degree representative of the
number of links these input nodes and output nodes have with other output nodes and input nodes of the same
Tanner graph (in other words it maintains an index allowing a random access to nodes of chosen degrees).

[0016] This decoder may further comprise a network re-encoding device of the type presented above and coupled to
its decoding means.
[0017] This decoder may also further comprise a detection means arranged, in the presence of an output node to be
decoded, for determining if it has been previously received by its decoding means, and, in the affirmative, for generating
a message signalling that it has been previously received (and possibly previously obtained during a decoding step)
and does not have to be inserted again into the Tanner graph.

Brief description of the figures

[0018] Other features and advantages of the invention will become apparent on examining the detailed specifications
hereafter and the appended drawings, wherein:
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- figure 1 schematically and functionally illustrates three user communication equipments connected therebetween
through a network and each comprising an encoder and an example of embodiment of a decoder according to the
invention,

- figure 2 schematically illustrates a Tanner graph of a decoder according to the invention,
- figure 3 is a graph illustrating an example of robust soliton distribution of degrees (black) and an example of actual

(or current) computed distribution of degrees of generated output nodes (grey),
- figure 4 is a graph illustrating an example of uniform distribution of input nodes (horizontal line) and an example of

current (presented) distribution of generated input nodes (black), and
- figure 5 schematically illustrates method sub steps allowing to refine a generated output node of degree 4 with an

output node of degree 2.

Detailed description of the preferred embodiment

[0019] The appended drawings may serve not only to complete the invention, but also to contribute to its definition, if
need be.
[0020] The invention aims at offering a network re-encoding method and a corresponding network re-encoding device
(D), intended for re-encoding LT code symbols in order to allow the use of low complexity encoders and decoders into
communication equipments that are connected therebetween through a network.
[0021] In the following description it will be considered that the network is a mobile (or cellular or else radio) commu-
nication network (CN) in which communication equipments (CEi) are capable of transmitting contents therebetween at
least in a broadcast or ad-hoc mode. But the invention is not limited to this type of network. Indeed, the network may be
also of the wired (or fixed) type, such as a DSL network or an optical fiber network or else a cable network, notably if it
allows communication equipments to communicate therebetween in a peer-to-peer (P2P) mode.
[0022] Moreover, the communication equipments (CEi) may be of any type as soon as they are capable of establishing
communications therebetween. So a communication equipment (CEi) may be a router, a fixed personal computer, a
laptop, a content receiver (for instance a home gateway or a set-top box (STB) located in a user’s home premise), a
mobile or cellular telephone, a fixed telephone, or a personal digital assistant (PDA), provided that it comprises a
communication modem (or any equivalent communication means).
[0023] In the following description it will be considered that the communication equipments (CEi) belong to users and
are mobile telephones. In figure 1 only three mobile telephones CE1 to CE3 (i = 1 to 3) have been illustrated, but in a
mobile network much more communication equipments are usually capable of exchanging at least part of encoded
contents therebetween.
[0024] In the illustrated example, each mobile telephone CEi comprises an encoder ED of a classical type and a
decoder DC according to the invention. But it is important to note that some communication equipments CEi, and notably
those which initially provide the contents, may only comprise an encoder ED of a classical type and possibly a decoder
of a classical type, while some other communication equipments CEi, and notably those which receive and forward
contents, may only comprise a decoder DC according to the invention or a decoder of a classical type, adapted according
to the invention, and a network re-encoding device D according to the invention.
[0025] One means here by "encoder of a classical type" an encoder which is capable of encoding non-encoded
(content) data (or symbol (content) data) in order to produce LT code symbols. Moreover one means here by "decoder
of a classical type" a decoder capable of decoding LT code symbols produced by an encoder of a classical type ED or
by a network re-encoding device D according to the invention, by means of a known and classical decoding method.
More one means here by "decoder according to the invention" a decoder of a new type, i.e. capable of decoding LT
code symbols by means of a known and classical decoding method, and adapted to simplify the working of a network
re-encoding device D according to the invention to which it is locally coupled or that it comprises. In the following
description it will be considered, as non limiting example, that the decoding method is the so-called "belief-propagation
(BP) decoding method". But the invention is not limited to this decoding method.
[0026] As illustrated a network re-encoding device D according to the invention comprises a re-encoding module RM
which is arranged for accessing to the associated decoder DC, and notably to its internal state (and therefore to its
Tanner graph and associated data), for re-encoding symbols previously received by its mobile telephone CEi from one
or more other mobile telephones CEi’.
[0027] As mentioned before these LT code symbols are representative of encoded symbols. They are transmitted into
blocks of data with associated data representative of their respective links with non-coded symbol data having known
values.
[0028] An LT code symbol is the result of the combination of the values of one or more symbol data, and more precisely
of XOR Boolean operation(s) between symbol data. In other words the links of an output node designate the non-encoded
symbols that have been combined by means of XOR Boolean operation(s) to produce it.
[0029] So, when a decoder DC of a communication equipment CEi receives encoded symbols (i.e. LT code symbols)
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with data representative of their respective links, it has to decode these encoded symbols with the associated data to
recover the corresponding non-encoded symbols. For this purpose the decoding module DDM of the decoder DC feeds
a Tanner graph with the received LT code symbols (or encoded symbols) which then define output nodes ON. In the
same time, the non-encoded symbols to be recovered define input nodes IN of the Tanner graph which are linked to the
associated output nodes.
[0030] A limited example of a Tanner graph is illustrated in figure 2. In this example, ten output nodes ON (a-j) are
linked to one or more input nodes IN of a group of eight (A-H). More precisely:

- the output node a is linked to input nodes A, B and C, and then is the result of their combination by means of two
XOR Boolean operations (a = A ⊕ B ⊕ C),

- the output node b is linked to input node B, and then is equal to B,
- the output node c is linked to input nodes D and E, and then is the result of their combination by means of one XOR

Boolean operation (c = D ⊕ E),
- the output node d is linked to input nodes A and F, and then is the result of their combination by means of one XOR

Boolean operation (d = A ⊕ F),
- the output node e is linked to input nodes E and H, and then is the result of their combination by means of one XOR

Boolean operation (e = E ⊕ H),
- the output node f is linked to input nodes F and G, and then is the result of their combination by means of one XOR

Boolean operation (f = F ⊕ G),
- the output node g is linked to input nodes B and G, and then is the result of their combination by means of one XOR

Boolean operation (g = B ⊕ G),
- the output node h is linked to input nodes D, E and F, and then is the result of their combination by means of two

XOR Boolean operations (h = D ⊕ E ⊕ F),
- the output node i is linked to input nodes G and H, and then is the result of their combination by means of one XOR

Boolean operation (i = G ⊕ H), and
- the output node j is linked to input node C, and then is equal to C.

[0031] It is important to note that the number of links (or edges) between an output node ON and input nodes IN
defines the degree of this output node ON. So, in the example mentioned above:

- the degree of a is equal to 3,
- the degree of b is equal to 1,
- the degree of c is equal to 2,
- the degree of d is equal to 2,
- the degree of e is equal to 2,
- the degree of f is equal to 2,
- the degree of g is equal to 2,
- the degree of h is equal to 3,
- the degree of i is equal to 2, and
- the degree of j is equal to 1.

[0032] By definition in the following description:

- an "input node" is a node representing original data in the Tanner graph,
- a "decoded input node" is an input node whose value is known. It will never have any links (or edges) and will never

be present in output nodes ON of the Tanner graph. A non-decoded input node does not have a known value and
cannot be used while re-encoding,

- a "covered input node" is either an input node that is decoded or an input node with at least one neighbor (i.e. an
output node to which it is linked in the Tanner graph),

- an "output node" is a node representing encoded symbols. It may have been received or may result from decoding
steps,

- a "partially decoded node" (or "known node") is either a decoded input node or an output node with a known value,
- a "generated output node" is a node generated by a network re-encoding device D and ready to be transmitted to

one or more communication equipments CEi, and
- a "partially generated node" is a node which is temporarily generated by a network re-encoding device D during

internal re-encoding steps.

[0033] The decoder DC stores the Tanner graph into a storing means, such as a memory, for instance.
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[0034] The re-encoding module RM is arranged for re-encoding output nodes by combining chosen partially decoded
nodes (or known nodes), i.e. input node(s) and/or output node(s) having known values, in order to produce new LT code
symbols defining generated output nodes ready to be transmitted.
[0035] These combinations consist preferably in XOR Boolean operations between partially decoded nodes. But it
could be also, for instance, a linear combination in a finite field (GF(pq)). However, this requires to store a coefficient for
the linear combination on all edges (or links).
[0036] The network re-encoding device D according to the invention (and notably its re-encoding module RM) is
preferably made of software modules, at least partly. But it could be also made of electronic circuit(s) or hardware
modules, or a combination of hardware and software modules (in this case the re-encoding device D comprises also a
software interface allowing interworking between the hardware and software modules). In case where it is exclusively
made of software modules it can be stored in a memory of the communication equipment CEi (for instance in its decoder
DC), or in any computer software product, such as a CD-ROM, for instance, which can be read by a communication
equipment CEi.
[0037] To re-encode output nodes ON the re-encoding module RM implements a network re-encoding method which
is described hereafter.
[0038] For instance, the method comprises a first step consisting in determining among degrees dj of the current (or
actual) distribution of degrees of the output nodes ON, which have been generated up to now, the one having the highest
difference with the same degree of a first chosen reference distribution, and which allows to produce a generated output
node having this degree.
[0039] This first chosen reference distribution can be the so-called robust soliton distribution.
[0040] It is of interest to note that the distributions are over discrete sets.
[0041] An example of robust soliton distribution of degrees of generated output nodes (in black) and an example of
actual (or current) distribution of degrees of generated output nodes (in grey) are both illustrated in the graph of figure 3.
[0042] For instance, the re-encoding module RM may first compute the difference between the current distribution
and the first chosen reference distribution for each degree. Then it can sort the results. In the example illustrated in
figure 3, one may observe that the highest difference between the same degree of the two distributions appears on the
degree equal to 4, then on the degree equal to 2, then on the degree equal to 16, then on the degree equal to 5, and so on.
[0043] The current distribution of degrees of generated output nodes can be computed by the re-encoding module
RM from information relative to the output nodes it has previously generated and that it stores into a storing means,
such as a memory, for instance.
[0044] The computation of the degree differences between the current distribution and the first chosen reference
distribution aims at determining which degree of the current distribution must be used preferentially for the next output
node to be generated in order to make this current distribution closer to the first chosen reference distribution. Indeed,
as it is known by the man skilled in the art performances of LT codes depend on their distribution, so these performances
are optimal when the current distribution of LT code symbols is maintained close to an optimal distribution, such as the
robust soliton distribution.
[0045] So, once the re-encoding module RM has computed the degree differences between the current distribution
and the first chosen reference distribution it can sort the results to get a list of degree suggestions for enhancing the
current distribution.
[0046] Then, for each suggestion of degree dj, it can check if it can generate a node of degree dj. For this purpose it
can use a heuristic.
[0047] For instance the heuristic may consist in checking that the degree d of the output node to be generated is lower
or equal to a number of covered input nodes (i.e. the decoded input nodes and the input nodes having at least one
neighbor). The value of this number is kept up-to-date by the decoder DC.
[0048] In order to give better results this heuristic may be completed with another condition, such as the one described
hereafter.
[0049] As one cannot use an output node of degree r to generate an output node of degree d smaller than r (d< r),

the re-encoding module RM may check if the condition  is verified, where d is the determined degree

of the output node to be generated and n(k) is the number of partially decoded nodes of degree k smaller than d that
are known. In other word it has to check if there are enough partially decoded nodes of degree k smaller than d (k<d)
to generate an output node of degree d.
[0050] The above heuristic does not consider the fact that when two nodes of degree 3 are combined by means of
an XOR Boolean operation, it is not sure that this will give a node of degree 6. Indeed if one combines a first node s =
a ⊕ b ⊕ c with a second node t = d ⊕ e ⊕ b, one obtains a node (s ⊕ t) of degree 4(s ⊕ t = a ⊕ d ⊕ c ⊕ e, because b ⊕ b = 0).
[0051] So the re-encoding module RM may use a more complex heuristic which computes an expected number of
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conflicts.
[0052] It is important to note that during the decoding process of LT code symbols, once an encoded symbol (or input
node) has been decoded, every link (or edge) it has with an output node of the Tanner graph is removed from this Tanner
graph. Therefore, if an input node is decoded, it will not be involved anymore in another node and will not produce any
conflict.
[0053] Let no be the number of decoded input nodes, ncovered be the number of covered input nodes, and ntotal be the
total number of partially decoded nodes. With these definitions, the number of conflicts, when a node of degree k > 1 is
added to a generated node of degree Ds, follows an hyper-geometric law of parameters (k, Ds-n0, ncoveted-n0) whose
mean Cs+1 is given by: 

[0054] Therefore, the degree Ds+1 of a node once a s+1-th node has been added is given by Ds+1 = Ds + k - 2 * Cs+1,
with Do = no (it is also possible to set Do = 0 and to add no at the last step, but this requires to use the following definition
for Cs+1: Cs+1 = k (Ds / (ncovered - no)).
[0055] In order to check if a node of degree d can be generated, one may implement the two following sub steps.
[0056] A first sub step consists in checking that the degree d of the node to be generated is lower or equal to the
number of covered input nodes.
[0057] A second sub step consists in adding all nodes of degree k smaller or equal to the wished (or expected) degree
d (k ≤ d) to compute the degree D (which is the resulting degree once every combinations have been carried out). If D
≥ d, one can deduce that it is possible to generate a node of degree d. D can be computed recursively with an algorithm
consisting in checking if it is possible to generate a node of degree L. One does not aggregate all nodes in "one shot"
but one only aggregates a node if this may increase the current degree. Indeed, if the nodes are aggregated in one shot
the result of this aggregation may be a node of degree smaller than anyone of them (for instance, (a ⊕ b ⊕ c ⊕ d) ⊕ (a
⊕ b ⊕ c) = d). Therefore, at each iteration one only keeps the maximum of the previous value and the value once a node
is added. This can be done by means of a routine such as the following one:

[0058] The preceding heuristic can be improved by replacing its second sub step with another one in order to consider
possible conflicts while avoiding to exceed a chosen objective.
[0059] This other second sub step consists in progressively adding nodes from high degree to low degree, given that
a node is added only if its degree is lower or equal to the difference between L and D. In other words this node must not
exceed the remaining space in the re-encoded symbols to be generated because one does not want to generate an
encoded symbols of too high degree. Therefore, if, for instance, one wants to generate a node of degree 6, one cannot
add two nodes of degree 5, but one must add one node of degree 5 and one node of degree 1. This can be done by
means of a routine such as the following one:
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[0060] The preceding heuristic can still be improved in order to consider possible conflicts and to avoid to exceed a
chosen objective while considering conflicts. Indeed, it is possible to consider that one can add a node of degree k
greater than L-D (k > L-D) and one can have a node of degree L if enough conflicts occur. This can be done by means
of a routine such as the following one:

[0061] It is also important to note that the choice of the heuristic will have an impact on the computation cost and on
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the performance of the LT codes. The simpler the heuristic is, the lower the computation cost will be and the lower the
performance will be.
[0062] If the heuristic(s) used show(s) that an output node of degree d can be generated, the re-encoding module RM
finishes the first method step by combining at least one partially decoded node to produce a generated output node
having this degree d. Otherwise it tries the following degree suggestion until it finds a degree suggestion that can be
satisfied. This last situation will occur because, at least, it is possible to copy one of the nodes previously received. So,
it is of interest to try to generate encoded symbols having degrees with the highest deficit of generated symbols.
[0063] In order to generate a node of degree d the re-encoding module RM may proceed as follows.
[0064] It can start from partially decoded nodes of degree d and add partially decoded nodes until having a node of
degree d. Each time it adds a partially decoded node, it gets a new resulting value which is equal to the previous value
XOR the value of the partially decoded node added. Then, it adds the input node(s), contributing to the partially decoded
node added, to the list of nodes contributing to the resulting node.
[0065] During this node generation, the re-encoding module RM starts with degree d nodes and follows with nodes
having decreasing degrees up to 1. Indeed it is preferable to first use the biggest symbols and then to use small symbols
for completing a generated node in order to succeed to reach exactly the expected degree d. So, one never allows a
combination to decrease the degree of a node under generation. Moreover, it is preferable to only try to add a partially
decoded node if its degree is lower or equal to the difference between the expected degree d and the current degree of
the node under generation. As soon as a node under generation has the expected degree d, the re-encoding module
RM stops the first method step.
[0066] The above described node generation can be done by means of a routine such as the following one, where L
is the expected degree determined in the first part of the first method step and G is a partially generated node:

 L=Result of the first part of first method step
 G=∅
 For k=d to 1
  While some node N of degree k as not been tried
        and k ≤ L - degreeOf(G) do
     N = Choose a random node of degree L
     If degreeOf(G+N) > degreeOf(G) then
        G=G+N (XOR their Value, add input nodes and remove input nodes
 present twice)
     Enflf
  EndWhile
 EndFor
 Return G.

[0067] It is important to note that when the re-encoding module RM uses a heuristic which considers possible occur-
rences of conflicts, it is possible to allow the degree of the node under generation to fall temporarily. That amounts to
relax one of the constraints of the node generation mechanism described above. But, one still keeps on adding a partially
decoded node if its degree is lower or equal to the difference between the expected degree and the current degree of
the node under generation. This variant of node generation can be done by means of a routine such as the following one:

 L=Result of the first part of the first step
 G=∅
 For k=d to 1
  While some node n of degree k as not been tried
        and k ≤ L - degreeOf(G) do
        N = Choose a random node of degree L
        G=G+L (XOR their Value, add input nodes and remove input nodes
 present twice)
  EndWhile
 EndFor
 Return G.

[0068] The preceding node generation mechanism may be enhanced by relaxing the constraint consisting in only
adding a partially decoded node if its degree is lower or equal to the difference between the expected degree and the
current degree of the node under generation. In this variant, conflicts are still taken into account. For instance, when a
node N of degree L is under generation, the re-encoding module RM may try to add a partially decoded node of degree
d to a generated node of degree D only if L-D ≥ d - 2.EConflicts(d,D). This variant of node generation is more useful if the
last described heuristic is used. It can be done by means of a routine such as the following one:
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[0069] In case where there is a lot of nodes of a low degree (such as 1, 2 or 3) it is possible to decide to only use low
degree nodes to build high degree nodes instead of starting by adding nodes of the highest possible degree. For this
purpose, one can, for instance, use into the last routine a "For loop" going from 1 to 1 (in order to use only nodes of
degree 1), or from 2 to 1 (in order to use only nodes of degrees 1 and 2), or else from 3 to 1 (in order to use only nodes
of degrees 1, 2 and 3).
[0070] It is also possible, for instance, to choose a node of degree 1 to be added depending on its score (i.e. its
difference with a second chosen reference distribution) instead of choosing a random node of this degree 1. This only
requires that the nodes of degree 1 be sorted depending on their score which can be deduced from the second chosen
reference distribution.
[0071] After having produced a generated output node with the first method step, this generated output node can be
refined by means of a second method step.
[0072] This second method step may consist in normalizing the current distribution of the input nodes of the Tanner
graph in order it could be maintained close to an optimal distribution (or second chosen reference distribution), such as
a uniform distribution, for instance.
[0073] For this purpose, the re-encoding module RM may compare the current distribution of the input nodes with a
second chosen reference distribution in order to determine at least one input node which has been too much used to
produce generated output nodes and allows to let unchanged the degree of the generated output node when combined
to input nodes linked to the generated output node.
[0074] The current distribution of input nodes can be computed by the re-encoding module RM from information relative
to the output nodes it has previously generated and that it stores into a storing means, such as a memory, for instance.
[0075] An example of uniform distribution of input nodes (horizontal line) and an example of current (presented)
distribution of degrees of generated input nodes (in black) are both illustrated in the graph of figure 4. A uniform input
node distribution is a distribution in which any input node is used the same number of time.
[0076] In the example illustrated in figure 4, one may observe that one should avoid to send the input node A or F
again and to prefer send the input node C or E instead.
[0077] When the re-encoding module RM has determined at least one too much used input node, it may replace at
least one of these too much used input nodes (it has determined) into the generated output node by an input node having
been too rarely used, in order to normalize the current distribution of the input nodes.
[0078] It is advantageous to use output nodes comprising a too much used input node and having a chosen degree
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equal to 2. Indeed, it is recalled that LT code symbols have more than 50% of (encoded) output nodes having a degree
equal to 2 (when they are quite long). So, as x ⊕ x = 0, if one has a partially generated node s = a ⊕ b ⊕ c ⊕ d and a
degree 2 output node t = a ⊕ e, it is possible to produce a generated output node r = s ⊕ t = e ⊕ b ⊕ c ⊕ d (the input
node a (here considered as too much used) has been removed and replaced by the input node e (here considered as
too rarely used)).
[0079] An example of method sub steps allowing to refine a generated output node δ of degree 4 (δ = A ⊕ B ⊕ C ⊕
D) with an output node γ of degree 2 (γ = A ⊕ E) is illustrated in figure 5. As A ⊕ A = 0, the refined generated output
node β is still of degree 4 but the too much used input node A has been replaced by the too rarely used input node E (δ
= E ⊕ B ⊕ C ⊕ D).
[0080] To proceed to the refinement of a generated output node, the re-encoding module RM may proceed as follows.
For each input node N included in the generated output node to be refined, it searches all output nodes of degree 2 that
contains this input node N. Then it may search amongst these output nodes the one which is capable of best enhancing
the score of the generated output node to be refined. If the enhancement is positive, it performs the combination (XOR).
Then, it can go to another input node N included in the generated output node to be refined and repeat this process. If
a conflict occurs (i.e. if the degree of the generated output node to be refined may be decreased, it does not perform
the combination (XOR)).
[0081] It is important to note that instead of simply forbidding combination to occur in case of the above mentioned
conflict, it is possible to allow the combination to be performed provided one finds two input nodes of degree 1 which
offer together a better score than the conflicting output node of degree 2. This allows to introduce more diversity and to
use nodes of degree 1 more often in combination.
[0082] After having produced a (refined) generated output node ready to be transmitted, the re-encoding module RM
may update the information representative of the current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes and the
current distribution of the input nodes of the Tanner graph, that it stores into a storing means, in order to use the updated
distributions during the following re-encoding. The update of the distribution of input nodes can be done by adding one
occurrence for each input node included in the generated output node.
[0083] Instead of saving the really generated degrees, it is possible to save the degree one has wanted (or expected)
to generate (i.e. the one determined during the first part of the first method step), in case where the real degree of the
generated output node differs from the wanted degree and where the degree of the generated output node is allowed
to fall during the second method step. This action is unnecessary when the heuristic is sufficiently precise.
[0084] In order to ease the task of the network re-encoding device D it is advantageous to adapt the classical decoding
module DDM of the decoder DC. More precisely, when a decoding module DDM has decoded received LT code symbols
it updates its Tanner graph, which is used by the network re-encoding device D for searching output and input nodes
depending on their respective degrees. So, the decoding module DM of the decoder DC is preferably modified for storing
data defining the input nodes and output nodes in correspondence with their respective degree in its Tanner graph.
These data may be stored in the form of indexes, for instance, in order to be easily accessible to the network re-encoding
device D. So the decoding module DM maintains a table of indexes allowing the re-encoding module RM to choose
randomly nodes of a particular degree and also to know how much nodes of each degree are present into the Tanner
graph of the decoder DC.
[0085] The modified decoding module DDM according to the invention is preferably made of software modules, at
least partly. But it could be also made of electronic circuit(s) or hardware modules, or a combination of hardware and
software modules (in this case it comprises also a software interface allowing interworking between the hardware and
software modules). In case where it is exclusively made of software modules it can be stored in a memory of the decoder
DC, or in any computer software product, such as a CD-ROM, for instance, which can be read by a communication
equipment CEi.
[0086] Moreover, the decoder DC may be further modified in order to be capable of detecting node redundancies and
therefore to simplify the task of the network re-encoding device D. Indeed, the node redundancy is increased by the
network re-encoding method according to the invention, because the latter tends to produce more redundant blocks of
LT code symbols which increases the decoding complexity (both computational and space) and decreases the perform-
ance of the network re-encoder device D (which uses the decoder’s data).
[0087] So, the invention proposes to add to a decoder DC a detection module DTM arranged, in the presence of an
output node to be decoded, for determining if it has been previously received by the decoding module DDM, and, in the
affirmative, for generating a message signalling that it has been previously decoded and do not have to be inserted
again into the decoder Tanner graph.
[0088] It is important to note that the detection module DTM can be used when an output node is received (to determine
if it has been previously received and decoded) or during decoding (for instance when an output node x = a ⊕ b ⊕ c ⊕
d is partially decoded to produce another output node y = a ⊕ c ⊕ d). In this last case the detector module DTM can
check if y is already known or not.
[0089] For instance, the detection module DTM may compute quickly a key for a received output node and look into
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the stored data structures with fast read and insert accesses, such as binary search trees (for instance RB trees ("Red
Black trees" - a kind of self balancing binary tree)), or hash tables. If it can find that another key has already been inserted,
it can conclude that the same output node has already been received and that it does not have to be decoded again.
So, it generates a message in order the received output node be simply dropped instead of being inserted into the Tanner
graph of the decoder DC.
[0090] As most of the output nodes have a low degree (equal to 2 or 3) and that the probability that two output nodes
of degree 2 are the same is much higher than the probability that two output nodes of degree 4 are the same, it is possible
to restrain the redundancy detection to output nodes of degree 1, 2 or 3. In this case, the detection module DTM may
implement a hash method intended for computing a key h(x) for any output node x of degree 1, 2 or 3 such that h(x) =
h(x’) ⇔ x = x’ . This hash method may be as follows.
[0091] First, the detection module DTM may sort the original symbols that compound an encoded symbol (or output
node) in increasing order (for instance by considering their identifiers). Then, it may compute the key h(x) = s1 + s2 · (L
+ 1) + s3 · (L + 1)2 where x = a ⊕ b ⊕ c, S1 = ia + 1, s3 = ib + 1, s2 = ic + 1, L is the symbol (or LT code symbols) length,
and ix is an integer identifying a symbol (or input node) x and taking values between 0 and L-1. If a symbol is of degree
2, one simply sets s3 = 0, and if a symbol is of degree 1, one simply sets s3 =0 and s2 = 0.
[0092] This hash method requires only few (constant) additions and multiplications to compute the key h(x). Moreover,
this computed key does not require a lot of storing space as one can show that its length is equal to 3log2(L+1). More,
the redundancy detection method involves a low cost (for instance, for an output code of length L = 65536, it will involves
a 64 bit comparison, which is generally offered by general purpose processors).
[0093] The detection module DTM according to the invention is preferably made of software modules, at least partly.
But it could be also made of electronic circuit(s) or hardware modules, or a combination of hardware and software
modules (in this case it comprises also a software interface allowing interworking between the hardware and software
modules). In case where it is exclusively made of software modules it can be stored in a memory of the communication
equipment CEi (for instance in its decoder DC), or in any computer software product, such as a CD-ROM, for instance,
which can be read by a communication equipment CEi.
[0094] The invention offers several advantages, and notably:

- it allows to generate low complexity network codes,
- it can be used in a wide range of applications because it allows to generate network codes which are more efficient

in terms of computation than random linear network codes (RLNCs) as they may use belief propagation decoding
instead of a Gaussian elimination and therefore avoid the use of Gallois Field (GF(2k)) arithmetic.

[0095] The invention is not limited to the embodiments of network re-encoding method, network re-encoding device
and decoder described above, only as examples, but it encompasses all alternative embodiments which may be con-
sidered by one skilled in the art within the scope of the claims hereafter.

Claims

1. Network re-encoding method for re-encoding encoded symbols to be transmitted to at least one communication
equipment (CE) connected to a network, characterized in that it comprises the step of re-encoding output nodes,
defined by LT code symbols representative of encoded symbols and representative respectively of the results of
XOR Boolean operation(s) between input nodes defining decoded symbols whose values have to be discovered
and to which they are linked into a Tanner graph, by combining chosen input node(s) and/or output node(s) having
known values and called partially decoded nodes, in order to produce new LT code symbols defining generated
output nodes ready to be transmitted.

2. Method according to claim 1, characterized in that in step ii) one combines said partially decoded nodes by means
of XOR Boolean operations therebetween.

3. Method according to one of claims 1 and 2, characterized in that in step ii) one starts by determining among
degrees of a current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes the one having the highest difference
with a same degree of a first chosen reference distribution, and which allows to produce a generated output node
having this degree, then one produces a generated output node having this degree by combining at least one partially
decoded node.

4. Method according to claim 3, characterized in that in step ii) one determines a degree allowing to produce a
generated output node having this degree by means of a chosen heuristic.
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5. Method according to one of claims 3 and 4, characterized in that, after having produced said generated output
node, one compares the current distribution of said input nodes with a second chosen reference distribution in order
to determine if at least one input node has been too much used to produce generated output nodes and in the
affirmative if this input node allows to let unchanged the degree of said generated output node when combined to
input nodes linked to said generated output node, then one replaces at least one of said too much used input nodes
into said generated output node by an input node having been too rarely used, in order to normalize said current
distribution of said input nodes.

6. Method according to claim 5, characterized in that one combines said generated output node with an output node
comprising said too much used input node and having a degree equal to 2.

7. Method according to one of claims 3 to 6, characterized in that in step ii) after having produced said generated
output node ready to be transmitted one updates said current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes
and said current distribution of the input nodes.

8. Method according to one of claims 3 to 7, characterized in that in step ii) said heuristic consists in checking that
the degree of the node to be generated is lower or equal to a number of covered input nodes comprising the decoded
input nodes and the input nodes having at least one neighbor.

9. Method according to claim 8, characterized in that said heuristic further consists in checking if the condition

 is verified, where d is the determined degree of the output node to be generated and n(k) is

the number of partially decoded nodes of degree k smaller than d that are known.

10. Network re-encoding device (D) for re-encoding encoded symbols to be transmitted to at least one communication
equipment (CE) connected to a network, characterized in that it comprises a re-encoding means (RM) arranged
for re-encoding output nodes, defined by LT code symbols representative of encoded symbols and representative
respectively of the results of XOR Boolean operation(s) between input nodes defining decoded symbols whose
values have to be discovered and to which they are linked into a Tanner graph, by combining chosen input node(s)
and/or output node(s) having known values and called partially decoded nodes, in order to produce new LT code
symbols defining generated output nodes ready to be transmitted.

11. Network re-encoding device according to claim 10, characterized in that said re-encoding means (RM) is arranged
for combining said partially decoded nodes by carrying out XOR Boolean operations therebetween.

12. Network re-encoding device according to one of claims 10 and 11, characterized in that said re-encoding means
(RM) is arranged for determining among degrees of a current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes
the one having the highest difference with a same degree of a first chosen reference distribution, and which allows
to produce a generated output node having this degree, then for combining at least one partially decoded node to
produce a generated output node having this degree.

13. Network re-encoding device according to claim 12, characterized in that said re-encoding means (RM) is arranged
for applying a chosen heuristic to determine a degree allowing to produce a generated output node having this degree.

14. Network re-encoding device according to one of claims 12 and 13, characterized in that said re-encoding means
(RM) is arranged, after having produced said generated output node, for comparing the current distribution of said
input nodes with a second chosen reference distribution in order to determine if at least one input node has been
too much used to produce generated output nodes and in the affirmative if this input node allows to let unchanged
the degree of said generated output node when combined to input nodes linked to said generated output node, then
for replacing at least one of said too much used input nodes into said generated output node by an input node having
been too rarely used, in order to normalize said current distribution of said input nodes.

15. Network re-encoding device according to claim 14, characterized in that said re-encoding means (RM) is arranged
for combining said generated output node with an output node comprising said too much used input node and having
a degree equal to 2.
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16. Network re-encoding device according to one of claims 12 to 15, characterized in that said re-encoding means
(RM) is arranged, after having produced said generated output node ready to be transmitted, for updating said
current distribution of degrees of the generated output nodes and said current distribution of the input nodes.

17. Network re-encoding device according to one of claims 12 to 16, characterized in that said re-encoding means
(RM) is arranged for applying a heuristic consisting in checking that the degree of the node to be generated is lower
or equal to a number of covered input nodes comprising the decoded input nodes and the input nodes having at
least one neighbor.

18. Network re-encoding device according to claim 17, characterized in that said re-encoding means (RM) is arranged

for applying a heuristic further consisting in checking if the condition  is verified, where d is the

determined degree of the output node to be generated and n(k) is the number of partially decoded nodes of degree
k smaller than d that are known.

19. Decoder (DC) for a communication equipment (CEi) intended for being connected to a network, said decoder (DC)
comprising a decoding means (DDM) arranged for applying a chosen decoding method to received output nodes,
defined by LT code symbols representative of encoded symbols and representative respectively of the results of
XOR Boolean operation(s) between input nodes defining decoded symbols whose values have to be discovered
and to which they are linked into a Tanner graph, in order to get their respective linked input nodes, characterized
in that said decoding means (DM) is arranged for storing data defining said input nodes and said output nodes in
correspondence with a degree representative of the number of links these input nodes and said output nodes have
with other output nodes and input nodes of the same Tanner graph.

20. Decoder according to claim 19, characterized in that it further comprises a network re-encoding device (D) according
to one of claims 10 to 18 coupled to said decoding means (DDM).

21. Decoder according to one of claims 19 and 20, characterized in that it further comprises a detection means (DTM)
arranged, in the presence of an output node to be decoded, for determining if it has been previously received by
said decoding means (DDM), and, in the affirmative, for generating a message signalling that it has been previously
received and do not have to be inserted again into said Tanner graph.
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